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Abstract. This paper presents a computational tool, PEDANT, based on natural 
language processing (NLP) techniques for the interpretation of the political dis-
course in the print media. This application considers the 2009 presidential cam-
paign in Romania. The concept behind this method is that the manner in which 
individuals speak and write, with the aim to deliver a certain image to the pub-
lic, is an opened window towards their emotional and cognitive worlds. In other 
words, the vocabulary betrays the author’s sensibility. By emphasizing the emo-
tional component at the level of discourse, voters identify with the speaker, who 
becomes the personification of their common ideals. Our investigation is in-
tended to give support to researchers, specialists in political sciences, to journal-
ists and election’s staff, being helpful mainly in their exploration of the political 
campaigns, in their intend to measure reactions with respect to the develop-
ments in the political scene.  
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1 Introduction 

It is known that the text of the press may be of inconvenience or can be useful to 
those that become the subject of the press. Most of the time the subjects are the ones 
in political power of that time [6]. 

The motivation for our study relies on the need for objectivity in the interpretation 
of the political language, situated at the intersection of three important symbolic 
spaces: the political space, the public space and the communicational space, as well as 
on the need to measure to what extend a discourse can influence its direct receptor, 
the electorate and in what ways [5]. 

Among many attributes the political discourse has, we were interested in the lexi-
con and its interpretation in a range of semantic coordinates. The final objective of 
our research is to develop a computational framework able to offer to researchers in 
Mass media, political sciences, to political analysts, to the public at large (interested 
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to consolidate their options before elections), and, why not, even to politicians them-
selves, the possibility to measure different parameters of a written political discourse. 
Based on these parameters they should be able to appreciate certain aspects character-
izing the author of the discourse, as shading lights on his / her personality or on the 
way he / she perceives the society or only some levels of it, as well as on his/her per-
suasive arsenal etc. This can be done provided we will be able to link the statistical 
values outputted by the computational tool onto facts about the author of the message 
or the reality he / she is depicting. We were aware that the interpretation of numerical 
findings the program outputs should be validated by human experts in order to be-
come facts. Part of our research, as reported in [2], [3] was concentrated on this type 
of human validation.  

The software we developed, PEDANT (Political and Emotional Discourse Analy-

sis Tool) offers the possibility to analyze efficiently large bodies of text and to charac-
terize them quantitatively and qualitatively, the results having to be as close as possi-
ble to the analysis made by a human expert. The system offers a global perspective 
over the political discourse, as well as a punctual one.  

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 shortly describes the functionality of 
the software and the associated resources for the Romanian language. Then, section 3 
discusses one example picked up from the print media (the editorials) during the 2009 
Romanian presidential elections; section 4 highlights several challenges and sections 
5 presents the conclusions. 

2 The Software and Resources 

The functionality of PEDANT is inspired by LIWC [4], there are important differ-
ences between the two platforms. LIWC-20077 is basically counting words and in-
crementing counters of all their declared semantic classes, when they are discovered 
in the input text. In the lexicon, words can be given by their long form, as a complete 
string of characters, or abbreviated, in which case the sign “*” plays the role of the 
universal jolly-joker, replacing any character. For each text in the input, LIWC pro-
duces a set of tables, each displaying the occurrences of the word-like instances of the 
semantic classes defined in the lexicon, as sub-unitary values. For one semantic class, 
such a value is computed as the number of occurrences of the words corresponding to 
that class divided by the total number of words in the text. It remains in the hands of 
the user to interpret these figures. And there is no support for considering lexical ex-
pressions. 

We will refer now to the way in which PEDANT organizes the lexicon and how it 
counts words. The software performs part-of-speech (POS) tagging and lemmatiza-
tion of words. This is why the lexicon can now be declared as a collection of lemmas 
having the POS categories: verb, noun, adjective and adverb. As seen, we leave out 
the pronouns, numerals, prepositions and conjunctions, considered to be semantically 
empty.  

                                                           
7 Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count: www.liwc.net 
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An entry of the lexicon has the form: <lemma> <POS> <sem-list>, where <sem-
list> is a list of semantic classes. This means that the same lemma can appear with 
more than one POS and, if needed, with different semantic interpretations.  

Although the introduction of lemmatization and POS tagging makes useless the 
“any” operator, we have kept it in the definition of the lexicon entries. The user has 
the possibility to either define an entry as a <lemma><POS><sem-list> triple, as ex-
plained above, or as <word-root>(*) - <sem-list>, with the significance that the root 
can be ended with a “*” sign, no POS is defined and any word matching the root dur-
ing analysis will increase the counters of all semantic classes belonging to the <sem-
list>. When the PEDANT lexicon contains POS markings, the input texts have to pass 
a preliminary POS-tagging annotation phase before being presented to PEDANT. 

The second range of differences between the two platforms stays in the user inter-
face. In PEDANT, the user has an easy to use interface, offering a lot of services: 
opening of one or more files, displaying the file/s, modifying/editing and saving the 
text, functions of undo/redo, functions to edit the lexicon, visualizing the mentioning 
of instances of certain semantic classes in the text, etc. Then, the menus offer a whole 
range of output visualization functions, from tabular form to graphical representations 
and to printing services. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the interface during a working 
session.  

Finally, another important development was the inclusion of a collection of formu-
las which can be used to make comparative studies between different subjects. In 
section 3 we will present one example.  

The Romanian lexicon of contains now approximately 6,000 words and roots and 
29 semantic classes8. We plan to populate our lexicon further by importing from 
DEX-online9, the greatest public online dictionary for Romanian. DEX has no seman-
tic structure (like WORDNET, for instance). As such, an automatic assigning of se-
mantic classes to words while importing them in the PEDANT lexicon cannot be 
considered for the moment (unless some sophisticated pattern matching techniques 
would be applied to definitions). Instead DEX-online offers a morphological tool 
which has been used to automatically generate all inflecting forms of the imported 
words and to match them against “*” - based entries. The semantic classes in 
PEDANT are partially placed in a hierarchy. In the future we plan to align this hierar-
chy with WordNet [1], for languages which support this type of linguistic resource.  

A special section of the lexicon includes expressions. An expression is defined as a 
sequence: <root-list> => <sem-list>, in which <root-list> is a list of roots of words, 
therefore each optionally followed by the “*” sign. Because, in principle, a root can 
also be a numerical value and the semantic classes in <sem-list> are indicated by 
numbers, the separation between the two sections is done by the special sign (=>). 

                                                           
8 These classes were selected from 64 classes (syntactic and semantic) that are included in the 

software LIWC-2007, original version. Taking into account the criterion of persuasion, 
which each stage of political discourse builds, we considered the 29 semantic classes neces-
sary and sufficient for our study. Thus, the expected purpose will show the connection be-
tween the predominant proportion of classes and voting options. Note that the codes were 
changed as the American package software and class names are translated into Romanian.  

9 DEX online: www.dexonline.ro  
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Each time a sequence of words matching the <root-list> is recognized in the text, the 
counters associated with the semantic classes in the <sem-list> are increased.  

 

Fig. 1. The PEDANT Interface  

In Fig.1, in the left window appear the selected files, in the middle window - the 
text from the selected file - and in the right window, information about the text (lan-
guage, speech type, word count, dominant class etc.). Bellow appears a graph selected 
from different types. By selecting a specific class on the top-right, in the middle win-
dow, all words assigned to that class are highlighted in the text. 

The 29 semantic classes included now in PEDANT have been selected to fit opti-
mally with the necessities to interpret the political discourse of the presidential cam-
paign in Romania, in 2009. We were mainly interested to determine those political 
attitudes which were able to influence the voting decision of the electorate. However, 
the user can define at his / her will these classes and the associated lexicon. Here are 
the classes included in the PEDANT package: 

<classes>  

 <class name="Injurii" id="1"/>  

 <class name="Social" id="2"/>  

 <class name="Familie" id="3" parent="2"/>  

 <class name="Prieteni" id="4" parent="2"/>  

 <class name="Oameni" id="5" parent="2"/>  

 <class name="EmoŃional" id="6"/>  

 <class name="EmoŃional_pozitiv" id="7" parent="6"/>  

 <class name="EmoŃional_negativ" id="8" parent="6"/>  

 <class name="Anxietate" id="9" parent="8"/>  
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 <class name="Furie" id="10" parent="8"/>  

 <class name="Supărare" id="11" parent="8"/>  

 <class name="RaŃional" id="12"/>  

 <class name="IntuiŃie" id="13" parent="12"/>  

 <class name="Determinare" id="14" parent="12"/>  

 <class name="NesiguranŃă" id="15" parent="12"/>  

 <class name="SiguranŃă" id="16" parent="12"/>  

 <class name="InhibiŃie" id="17" parent="12"/>  

 <class name="Perceptiv" id="18"/>  

 <class name="Vizual" id="19" parent="18"/>  

  <class name="Auditiv" id="20" parent="18"/> 

 <class name="Tactil" id="21" parent="18"/>  

 <class name="Sexual" id="22"/>  

 <class name="Muncă" id="23"/>  

 <class name="Realizări" id="24"/>  

 <class name="Nerealizări" id="25"/>  

 <class name="Agrement" id="26"/>  

 <class name="Cămin" id="27"/>  

 <class name="Financiar" id="28"/>  

 <class name="Religie" id="29"/>  

</classes> 

 
Keeping in mind the remarkably sophisticated and time consuming process in 

which the Romanian version of the dictionary LIWC-2007 was acquired, we knew 
that some decisions have to be taken in order to optimize its content while also dimin-
ishing the influence of English, evident if a simple EN-onto-RO translation process 
would have been applied. The development of the lexicon was done in several phases:  
• first the LIWC-2007 English terms belonging to the 29 classes previously men-

tioned, considered meaningful for this type of analysis, were translated, retaining 
only the Romanian words which had senses in accordance with the correspond-
ing classes; 

• then, words / roots in each class were sorted alphabetically; 
• then we have reconsidered each class in part, eliminating words that could intro-

duce ambiguities and including synonyms. We have done this activity with a 
class of master students in Computational Linguistics10. Then, the work done by 
students has been once again validated by both authors. By working within one 
semantic class at a time, we were able to easily recognize classification mistakes 
and correct them. Also, the alphabetical ordering offers the possibility to operate 
certain roots optimizations, by exploiting the use of the jolly-joker “*”;  

• then we verified a part of the documents. When a competent reader does this, 
normally do pop-up important words. They were checked against the generated 
morphological variants of the DEX-online lexicon by using “*” to include more 

                                                           
10 In 2010, in their 1st year at the Faculty of Computer Science, the “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” 

University of Iaşi. 
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possibilities and the resulting matches were included in the PEDANT-2011 lexi-
con. 

• then, the dictionaries assigned to all classes were merged, and the obtained list 
was sorted again alphabetically. Multiple occurrences were removed (by clashing 
together the lists of classes, and leaving only one instance of a class in the list 
corresponding to one root/word); 

• then, when the root/word notation (including or not the use of “*”) was seen to 
give rise to unwanted ambiguities, the <lemma><POS> notation was used in-
stead;  

• finally, starting from words, expressions were introduced;  
• as mentioned already, in a future stage, we will use the words we have now in 

the lexicon as seeds in a trial to enrich it automatically, by making use of DEX-
online. We study now strategies to exploit the synonymy relation and the defini-
tions. 

3 The Analysis of Print Media Discourse During the 2009 

Romanian Presidential Elections  

For the elaboration of preliminary conclusions over the presidential elections process, 
conducted in the period October – December 2009 in Romania, we collected, stored 
and processed electronically, in three different stages (one month before, the 1st tour 
and, finally, the 2nd tour of the election’s campaign), political texts, i.e. editorials pub-
lished by three national publications having similar11 profiles. 

The monitored written media corpus was processed directly with PEDANT. The 
speech records were previously manually transposed onto text and then they followed 
the same processing as the written texts. In essence, the program receives the input 
from one or more text files, and counts occurrences of words belonging to its defined 
classes. The user can notice directly the mentioned semantic classes (and the corre-
sponding frequencies), as the words belonging to a selected class appear highlighted 
in the selected text. The user can choose a type of graphical representation, which 
gives intuitive visual perceptions on which the interpretation of discourse data can be 
performed more conveniently. 

Apart from simply computing frequencies, the system can also perform compara-
tive studies. The assessments made are comprehensive over the selected classes be-
cause they represent averages on collections of texts, not just a single text.  

PEDANT provides a library of comparative functions, with 2 to n different input 
streams of data. One stream can be either a newspaper, or only one discursive ap-
proach on a certain topic delivered at a certain moment in time by the traced author. 
To exemplify, one type of graphics considered for the interpretation was the one-to-

                                                           
11 The three newspapers have been Evenimentul Zilei, Gandul and Ziua (www.mediapres.ro), 

which are known to have a common profile: national dailies of general information, tabloids 
with a circulation of tens of thousands of copies per edition, each. The newspapers were mon-
itored on their websites: Evenimentul zilei – www.evz.ro, Gândul – www.gandul.info, Ziua – 
www.ziua.ro. 
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two difference, as given by Formula (1), included in the PEDANT Mathematical 
Functions Library:  

 

 
(1) 

 
where x, y and z are three streams; average(x), average(y) and average(z) are the av-
erage frequencies of x, y and z over the whole stream, and the difference is computed 
for each selected class. Since a difference can lead to both positive and negative val-
ues, these particular graphs should read as follows: values above the horizontal axis 
are those prevailing at the daily x versus the daily y and z, and those below the hori-
zontal axis show the reverse prominence. A zero value indicates equality.  
 To exemplify, we present below a chart with two streams of data, representing the 
editorials of the second tour of voting.  
 

Fig. 2. The average differences in the frequencies for each class after processing the editorials 
(the second tour), between the newspapers: Evenimentul Zilei versus Gândul & Ziua. 

Our experience shows that an absolute difference value below the threshold of 
0.5% should be considered as irrelevant and, therefore, ignored in the interpretation. 
So, the graphical representation in Fig. 2, in which Evenimentul zilei is compared with 
Gândul & Ziua, should be interpreted as follows: Evenimentul zilei’s discursive inter-
vention has an interest more towards the working aspects (Work) than Gândul and 
Ziua together, which had a negative emotional (Sadness) attitude.  

Many of the conclusions found by the program have been confirmed by political 
commenter’s. Moreover, the program helped also to outline distinctive features which 
brought a new, and sometimes even unexpected, vision upon the discursive character-
istics of the political locator, of the columnists and, last but not least, of the Romanian 
voters, at the end of 2009.  
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4 Discussion: Challenges 

The first challenge arises from interpretation of what constitutes persuasion. In gen-
eral, journalists/political candidates performed better when their themes were treated 
with excessive emotional tonalities. In this case, the lectors can be manipulated easily 
(e.g., Sadness class). It would be beneficial if humans could defer to a machine learn-
ing prediction in cases where they lack confidence. 

Second, our data elicitation task was opened, allowing all analysts, journalists, 
communication specialists to make choices and us to present their discourse prefer-
ences depending on their interests. The heterogeneous data, however, lessens linguis-
tic predictive power. Previous computational attempts succeeded with well-defined 
tasks for discovering work aspects (as given by the Work class). Also, following the 
qualitative interpretation of different types of emotion levels, in the future we will 
analyze the election context in function to the public agenda versus the political can-
didate agenda. We are aware that many technological aspects have yet to be refined 
and enhanced. One of the most important is the determination of the senses of words 
and expressions in context. The negations will also be considered, as the semantic 
class a word-in-context belongs to. Another line to be continued regards the evalua-
tion metrics, which have not received enough attention till now. We are currently 
studying other statistical metrics able to give a more comprehensive image on differ-
ent facets of the political discourse.  

5 Conclusions 

We believe that PEDANT has a range of features that make it attractive as a tool to 
assist political campaigns. It can also be rapidly adapted to new domains and to new 
languages, while its interface is user-friendly and offers a good range of useful func-
tionalities.  

In the future we intend to include a word sense disambiguation module in order to 
determine the correct senses, in context, of those words which are ambiguous between 
different semantic classes belonging to the lexicon, or between classes in the lexicon 
and outside the lexicon (in which case they would not have to be counted). 
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